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ABSTRACT. Learning to pose mathematical tasks is one of the challenges of learning to
teach mathematics. How and when preservice teachers may learn this essential practice,
however, is not at all clear. This paper reports on a study that examined the changes in the
problem posing strategies of a group of elementary preservice teachers as they posed prob-
lems to pupils. It reports that their later problem posing practices significantly differed from
their earlier ones. Rather than posing traditional single steps and computational problems,
these preservice teachers ventured into posing problems that had multiple approaches and
solutions, were open-ended and exploratory, and were cognitively more complex. Their
problem posing style also changed. Rather than making adaptations that made students’
work easier or narrowed the mathematical scope of the problem, their adaptations became
less leading and less focused on avoiding pupils’ errors. Posing problems to an authentic
audience, engaging in collaborative posing, and having access and opportunities to explore
new kinds of problems are highlighted as important factors in promoting and supporting
the reported changes.
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The selection and construction of worthwhile mathematical tasks is high-
lighted in the NCTM Professional Standards (1991) as one of the most
important pedagogical decisions a teacher needs to make. The tasks teach-
ers pose in their classrooms deserve important consideration because they
open or close the students’ opportunity for meaningful mathematics learn-
ing. They convey implicit messages about the nature of mathematics: what
it is, what it entails, and what is worth knowing and doing in mathematics.
Mathematical tasks, the NCTM (1991) proposes, are not to be chosen
lightly – because they are fun or suggested in textbooks. Instead, tasks
should be chosen because they have the potential to “engage students’ in-
tellect,” “can be approached in more than one interesting way,” and “stim-
ulate students to make connections and develop a coherent framework for
mathematical ideas” (NCTM, 1991, p. 25).

Mathematics educators have long called for changes to the tasks stu-
dents are typically posed. The NCTM (2000) for instance suggests that
tasks that require students to apply a known procedure to reach an expec-
ted answer differ significantly from tasks that require students to reason,
communicate, represent, problem solve, and make mathematical connec-
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tions. Worthwhile tasks, however, are not necessarily one-of-a-kind, in-
novative, colorful, and complexly designed tasks. Even the most routine of
mathematical activities can be constructed into a worthwhile mathematical
experience when posed in such a way as to engage students in mathem-
atical inquiry (see Butts, 1980; Schoenfeld, 1989). Hiebert and colleagues
(1996), for example, have shown how the task of adding two-digit numbers
can enthrall a second-grade class when students are allowed to generate
and share multiple approaches to a computational problem. Sullivan and
Clarke (1991) have also shown that even “rounding” exercises typically
posed as: “round 5.77 to the nearest tenth” – can be converted into math-
ematically rich tasks such as: “a number is rounded to 5.8 what might the
number be? What is the largest and smallest possible answer?”

The NCTM (1991) considers the teacher’s role in the selection and im-
plementation of mathematical tasks as fundamental. “By analyzing and ad-
apting a problem, anticipating the mathematical ideas that can be brought
out by working on the problem, and anticipating students’ questions, teach-
ers can decide if particular problems will help to further their mathematical
goals for the class” (NCTM, 2000, p. 53). However, research indicates that
most teacher questions are closed and factual (see Edwards and Mercer,
1987; Vacc, 1992) and that the mathematical tasks teachers generally pose
to students focus on memorization and procedures or “tasks of low cog-
nitive demands” (Henningsen and Stein, 1997). In addition Henningsen
and Stein report that tasks that engage students in connecting and doing
mathematics or what they call “tasks of high cognitive demand,” aside
from being exceptionally rare, tend to be reformulated into less demanding
tasks during instruction.

This is a serious issue in the mathematics classrooms because as these
researchers also found, students learn more in classrooms that consist-
ently work on tasks with a high level of cognitive demand (Henningsen
and Stein, 1997). Yet, learning to pose worthwhile mathematical tasks is,
apparently, not an easy matter. It is perhaps more so for prospective school
teachers considering that after 16 years of schooling they have likely grown
used to solving and answering the teacher’s or the textbook’s questions.
When the tables are then turned and preservice teachers are in a position
to construct mathematical problems for their own pupils, what kinds of
problems might they choose and how would they pose them? How might
preservice teachers learn to ask more ambitious mathematical questions?
What kinds of experiences would help counteract the many years of ex-
perience they have spent as students in classrooms where most teacher
questions were closed and factual?
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the study reported here, the above questions were investigated in the
context of a mathematics teacher education course in which prospective
teachers had opportunities to pose mathematical problems to school stu-
dents. While most teacher preparation programs tend to postpone the prac-
tical or experiential component of learning to teach until the “student teach-
ing” or “teaching practicum” experience, the preservice teachers in this
study had the opportunity to work with pupils during an on-campus teacher
preparation course. Before discussing the specific details of the study, the
underlying theoretical considerations informing the course and study’s de-
sign are discussed.

Research on preservice teachers’ knowledge and beliefs underscore
the significance of the aforementioned questions. In a study of teacher
candidates’ knowledge of mathematics, Ball (1990b,c) concluded that the
mathematical understanding prospective teachers bring from their school
and college mathematics courses was inadequate for teaching elementary
and secondary school mathematics. Later studies have supported Ball’s
conclusions that prospective teachers’ prior experiences with mathematics
help them develop knowledge of the subject that is rule bound and sparsely
connected (e.g., Even, 1993; Simon, 1993). This suggests that teacher edu-
cation courses must be designed to not only extend prospective teachers’
knowledge base of mathematics but to also provide opportunities to change
and revise unexamined knowledge and beliefs about subject matter and
about teaching and learning.

Helping prospective teachers reconsider their prior knowledge and be-
liefs, however, is not without some challenges. Consider the short amount
of time they typically spend in teacher preparation courses, which com-
pared to their fourteen years of prior schooling, Ball (1990a) has pointed
out, “is a minuscule, almost trivial, amount of time” (p. 15). Studies of
education courses attempting to challenge preservice teachers’ knowledge
and beliefs have reported very limited success (see Ball 1990a; Borko
et al. 1992; Eisenhart et al., 1993); indeed, some researchers report that
teacher preparation courses and field experiences often reinforce rather
than challenge preservice teachers’ prior knowledge and beliefs (see Britz-
man, 1991; Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann, 1986; Zeichner and Gore,
1990).

Part of the problem, some researchers believe, is that without the im-
mediate need for application, prospective teachers selectively attend to
and ignore what may or may not seem relevant for teaching and learn-
ing to teach (Borko et al., 1992; Holt-Reynolds, 1992). Such results or
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lack thereof, are not surprising when considered from the perspective of
theorists in the field of situated cognition who assert that what one learns
is intricately connected with how one learns it, and that knowledge is situ-
ated and inseparable from the activity, context, and culture in which it is
developed and used (see Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989). Although re-
latively little is known about how people learn and construct meaning from
their experiences, active engagement in authentic activity is considered to
be essential for learning to think and act in a community of practice.

Lampert’s (1985) and Schön’s (1983) work on how practitioners learn
in the context of their practice also highlight the situated nature of prac-
tioner’s knowledge and the centrality of learning to inquire and reflect on
one’s practice to the process of becoming a thoughtful practitioner. In both
Lampert’s and Schon’s accounts, it is when practitioners face problems
or dilemmas situated in their practice that tensions between their beliefs
and actions arise and bring about reflective conversations with oneself and
others that in turn help support practice change. This conceptualization of
the change process means that change may be occasioned by opportunities
to experience tensions between one’s beliefs and actions and opportunities
to reflect on such experiences.

This situative perspective on teacher learning inspired the author and
collaborating colleagues to re-design a mathematics teacher education
course so that it incorporated an ‘authentic’ mathematics teaching experi-
ence involving sustained interactions with pupils and opportunities to re-
flect on that experience. In this study, the authentic teaching experience
took the form of a letter exchange between prospective elementary school
teachers and pupils in a fourth grade class. This simulated teaching exper-
ience was inspired by Fennell (1991) who used interactive letter writing as
a setting to teach prospective teachers to diagnose pupils’ mathematical
skills, attitudes, problem solving, and writing. It was also based on an
earlier study conducted by the author and collaborating teacher where they
explored the potential of penpal letters as a context for both their students
to communicate mathematically and for the prospective teachers to learn
about children’s mathematics thinking (see Phillips and Crespo, 1996).

The context of letter writing, as it was designed in this study, provided
an authentic experience in that it paralleled and simulated three important
aspects of mathematics teaching practice: posing tasks, analyzing pupils’
work, and responding to pupils’ ideas. Such situated though simulated
context could make it possible for preservice teachers to focus their re-
flections on these three practices without being distracted by other albeit
important concerns such as discipline or classroom management. Another
potential benefit of interacting with pupils through writing is that because
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the interaction is immediately recorded, it can be revisited and reflected
upon at different points in time individually and with peers.

In spite of very important differences between actual and simulated
teaching practice, it is possible for the latter to be constructed as a poten-
tially rich context for prospective teacher learning. Consider the difference
in the amount of information that can be exchanged orally and through
writing, or the amount of time teachers have available to design questions
as they do so face to face or through writing. Although ultimately it is
important that prospective teachers learn to ask questions and analyze what
is being said on the fly, slowing down the pace between teacher-pupil in-
teractions can help preservice teachers attend to and practice those skills in
more reflective ways. Furthermore, multiple interactions over a sustained
period of time with the same pupil(s) provide opportunities to approach
teaching as a context for experimentation, reflection, and revision much
like the reflective practitioners discussed in Schon’s and Lampert’s studies.

THE STUDY

Questions

Amidst the presumed benefits for learning in simulated teaching contexts,
many questions still remain regarding the design and value of a letter-
writing experience as a site for learning to pose mathematical tasks. The
preservice teachers’ learning related to the practices of analyzing and re-
sponding to pupil’s work has been explored and reported elsewhere (see
Crespo, 2000, 2002). With respect to the posing of mathematical problems
to pupils, this study explores the following questions: (1) How do preser-
vice teachers pose mathematical problems to pupils? (2) How do these
practices change? and (3) What factors contribute to such changes?

Setting

These questions were investigated within the context of an experimental
version of a mathematics teacher education course required for all pre-
service elementary teachers (Grades 1–7) enrolled in the two-year teacher
preparation program of a large Canadian University. This version of the
course was the collaborative design and teaching of three mathematics
educators and a mathematician. Different from the typical version of the
course, the experimental version had a field experience associated with the
course, which ran all through the duration of the course. The instructors
invited preservice teachers (34) to choose between two field projects; one
of which entailed preservice teachers (14) conducting small group teaching
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sessions with pupils in a Grade 6/7 class (see Nicol, 1997, 1999). The
second project, the focus of this study, offered a ‘penpal investigation’
experience (see Crespo, 1998) in which the preservice teachers (20) ex-
changed weekly mathematics letters with one or two fourth graders. Both
projects were presented as opportunities to investigate children’s mathem-
atical knowledge and disposition, and to try out and investigate their own
questions and ideas related to the teaching and learning of mathematics
they would be learning in the course.

The course

The course ran for 11 weeks and was scheduled twice a week for 1.5 hours
each day. The typical week included one seminar and one field experience
class. In each seminar preservice teachers were engaged in the doing of
mathematics (e.g., solving problems and discussing solution methods) and
pedagogical explorations (e.g., analyzing instructional value of problems,
anticipating pupils’ work, re-scaling problems for different grades). Three
pedagogical themes (Teaching for understanding, Design and analysis of
mathematics tasks, and Making sense of children’s thinking) and the math-
ematical theme of multiplicative thinking (reasoning about proportions,
multiplication and division, percents, and relative size) helped structure
and design all of the course activities.

There were a total of 19 sessions in the course. Eight of these sessions
were devoted to the letter reading and writing experience. This interactive
work with pupils was supported in various ways throughout the course with
debriefing sessions, reading and writing letters in collaborative groups,
and weekly journal reflections. The weekly journal entries were a place
to write about the experiences in the course and the interactions with pu-
pils. These entries were read and responded to by the instructors every
week. Although the journal was unstructured with regards to its focus and
content, a descriptive/interpretive format was suggested to help preservice
teachers describe an experience in detail before analyzing it. As a final
assignment preservice teachers wrote a ‘case report,’ that is a paper where
they analyzed and synthesized their learning experiences in the course.

Preservice teachers wrote and received six math letters. The content and
focus of the letters were left up to the writers; the only requirement was to
include a math problem for their penpal to solve. Although the choice of
problem was left up to the writers, on three occasions during letters 3, 4,
and 6 the preservice teachers were asked to at least pose one problem from
a common set that had been introduced and explored in class. The fourth
graders initiated the letter exchange by writing their first letter using a
format that their class had generated (see Phillips, 2002). They began by
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telling about themselves personally and as pupils of mathematics, their
likes and dislikes, advice on how to teach math, personal and professional
questions (why do you want to be a teacher?), examples of the mathematics
they were studying and liked or disliked, and a mathematics challenge for
the preservice teacher to solve. This set the tone and structure for the letter
exchanges that followed.

Participants

The preservice teachers in the course like all those enrolled in this Univer-
sity’s two-year teacher preparation program had completed at least 3 years
(90 credits) of course work through the Faculties of Arts and Sciences and
at least one university-level mathematics course offered through the Math-
ematics Department. All 34 preservice teachers (9 males, 25 females) in
the course were informed about, and invited to participate in, the research
aspect of the course; 13 of the 20 preservice teachers in the penpal project
volunteered their work to be used in this study. These included 1 male and
12 females. The fourth graders attended a school located in a middle-class
neighborhood and were 9 and 10 years of age mostly Caucasian and fluent
(for their school age) in English. Only two pupils did not speak English at
home.

Data analysis

The main sources of data for the study were: (1) the math letter exchanges
between the 13 participating preservice teachers and their pupils, (2) the
preservice teachers’ weekly math journals, and (3) the final case report
submitted at the end of the course. Even though all three of these are in the
written form, they each offer different views of the preservice teachers’
learning experiences. The letters provide records of the actual interactions
with the pupils; the journals capture preservice teachers’ plans, reflections,
and analysis of their most immediate interaction with pupils; and the case
reports provide reflective themes not on any one particular interaction but
rather on the whole experience.

Patterns in preservice teachers’ selection and adaptation of problems
were identified by constructing case studies (Yin, 1989) for each preservice
teacher and noticing similarities and differences in their approaches. Sev-
eral aspects of problem posing discussed in the NCTM (1991) documents
were particularly attended to when constructing each case. These included:
(1) Number of problems posed in each letter; (2) Problem type (routine,
non-routine; single-answer/computational, multiple answers/multiple meth-
ods); (3) Problem features (decontextualized, contextualized; textbook-
like, investigation-like); (4) Adaptation type (close or open to multiple
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interpretations, answers and solution paths); (5) Problem’s source (text-
book, class, self-generated); (6) Associated questions and scaffolds (lead-
ing, probing, challenging); and (7) Associated reflections (focus, length,
content).

Evidence of changes in preservice teachers’ problem posing strategies
was sought out in various ways and through different sources. The pre-
service teachers’ analysis and accounts of their work in their journals and
their case reports were compared and contrasted with the actual interac-
tions with pupils in their letters. All three documents were complementary
primary sources. Change was investigated in the preservice teachers’ re-
flective and interactive discourse by contrasting earlier and later work,
paying particular attention to the mathematical and pedagogical surprises,
dilemmas, or puzzles they identified. Similarities and differences were
noted within and between the preservice teachers’ data using a pattern-
matching logic (Yin, 1989). This strategy calls for a “comparison of an
empirically based pattern with a predicted one” (p. 109) in order “to build
a general explanation that fits each of the individual cases, even though the
cases will vary in their details” (p. 114).

BEGINNING PROBLEM POSING STRATEGIES

The analysis of the problems preservice teachers initially posed in their
first three letters revealed that their problems had three sources: self-gene-
rated, class, and course textbook. These initial problems were ones which
were (or seemed) mathematically straightforward, that is they had a single
answer and could be quickly translated into a computational problem. This
was most noticeable when preservice teachers constructed their own math-
ematical problems. These original questions were mostly exercise drills
such as multiplication tables and routine translation word problems. Some,
for example, asked their pupils to figure out their age given their date of
birth. Others asked pupils to solve number operations exercises dealing
with subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers and occa-
sionally fractions. These tasks were short, single step, and single answer
types of arithmetical problems, such as:
Pavel Bure scored eight goals in four games. In the first game he scored 1 goal.
In the second game he scored 3 goals. In the third game he scored 1 goal. How
many goals did Pavel score in the 4th game? [Rosa, 1st letter]

The analysis of the early adaptations to the chosen mathematics prob-
lems and the associated questions they sent to pupils revealed preservice
teachers’ tendencies to simplify problems and ask questions that led pu-
pils towards the problem’s correct answer. This was most noticeable when
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preservice teachers elected to pose problems that had been introduced and
explored during class. The removal of ambiguities and avoidance of chil-
dren’s errors characterized these preservice teachers’ initial approaches to
posing mathematical problems to young pupils. Such practices tended to
restrict and narrow the work of the pupils and seldom to widen the math-
ematical scope of the original version of the problem. Preservice teachers
used many tactics to alert pupils of potential difficulties in the problems
they posed. They included hints and clues, bolded and underlined words,
even sent answer keys to help their pupils avoid reaching an incorrect
answer. These practices highlight preservice teachers’ attempts to make
their problems less problematic and more attainable to their pupils.

TABLE I

Preservice teachers’ beginning approaches to posing problems to pupils

Approach Features Preservice
teachers

Making problems easy to
solve

– Adaptations narrow mathematical
scope of original version of prob-
lem and the work of pupils

– Associated questions take the
form of hints and lead pupils to a
solution strategy or answer

Lesley
Linda
Megan
Susan

Posing familiar problems – Problems are quick-translation
story problems or computational
exercises

– No adaptations are made to the
original version of problem and
associated questions if any at all
test for speed and accuracy.

Mitch
Nilsa
Rosa
Sally
Thea

Posing problems blindly – Problems are posed without solv-
ing beforehand or deeply under-
standing the mathematics.

– Associated questions indicate un-
awareness of the mathematical
potential and scope of problem

Carly
Marcia
Miriam
Terry

These warnings, however, were not frivolously made. The preservice
teachers’ journals revealed that they had spent a lot of thought and work
figuring out and anticipating pupils’ errors. Their tendencies, however,
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were to prevent these errors, rather than to use them as learning oppor-
tunities for themselves or for their pupils as Borasi (1994) suggests. A
closer look at these patterns in preservice teachers’ initial problem posing
practices revealed three distinct approaches to their posing of problems to
pupils. These three approaches were used to some extent by all of the par-
ticipants, though for each preservice teacher one approach featured more
prominently than the others. These approaches are listed in Table I. In
this table each approach is described and the preservice teachers who used
that approach more than the other two are listed. The following section
provides an illustration of each approach.

A beginning snapshot: Making problems easy to solve

In this approach preservice teachers revealed their tendencies to value
problems that were relatively uncomplicated and easy to solve. This was
apparent in the changes and adaptations they initially made to the problems
they chose for their pupils. These adaptations tended to restrict and narrow
the work the pupil needed to do and seldom to widen the mathematical
scope of the original version of the problem. This can be appreciated by ex-
amining preservice teachers’ journal reflections on the second day of class.
On this day we hosted an interactive teaching session with four fifth grade
pupils, both as a way to model ‘inquiry teaching’ (teaching that focuses on
understanding and promoting pupils’ thinking) and to generate interest in
their upcoming interactive work with pupils. In this session, the instruct-
ors probed the pupils’ understandings of fractions and posed a problem
preservice teachers had been assigned for homework. The problem was
called “Three Hungry Monsters” (Watson, 1988) and it read:

Three tired and hungry monsters went to sleep with a bag of cookies. One monster
woke up and ate 1/3 of the cookies, then went back to sleep. Later a second
monster woke up and ate 1/3 of the remaining cookies, then went back to sleep.
Finally, the third monster woke up and ate 1/3 of the remaining cookies. When
she was finished there were 8 cookies left. How many cookies were in the bag
originally?

The preservice teachers had much to say in their journals about the in-
sights and the questions the session had raised for them. They noted that
the problem was too difficult for the pupils since “it took so long for the
students to reach the correct answer,” and they thought that the children
were frustrated “because they were just throwing wild guesses.” Others
like Linda (below) wrote about how they would change the problem in
order to make it easier for pupils to solve.

If the problem had been broken up into 3 parts, I wonder if it would have been
easier? i.e.; a) A red monster wakes up, and eats 1/3 of a bag of cookies. There are
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8 cookies left. How many were there in the beginning? b) The blue monster ate
1/3 of the cookies, before the red monster. Use your answer in part A; How many
cookies did the blue monster eat? How many were in the bag before? etc. This
would have made the kids work backwards, but it might be more convoluted than
the original. Maybe I will have to find someone to test it out. Another thought –
what if they were given pie drawings of the problem? Would that have made it
easier? This also could have forced them to work backwards.

[Linda, 1st journal]

Linda’s journal entry illustrates preservice teachers’ desires to make math
uncomplicated for their pupils. Linda’s adaptations to the hungry monster
problem reveal that, while she noticed the difficulties the children were
having with the problem (e.g., breaking down information in the problem,
working backwards), she thought of ways to prevent such difficulties from
arising. This and similar preservice teachers’ reactions to this particular
class suggest a concern with sparing pupils from becoming confused, get-
ting a wrong answer, and spending too much time on problems. There was,
for instance, no evidence in their journal entries that anyone had considered
how to help the pupils move beyond their confusion and wrong answers,
instead they seemed to want to prevent these from happening in the first
place.

A beginning snapshot: Posing familiar problems

The tendency to pose familiar problems was revealed in the preservice
teachers’ self-generated problems. Consider Mitch who sent some multi-
plication-table exercises to his pupil: 1 × 1 = , 2 × 2 = , . . . 12 ×
12 = . “A good test,” Mitch said in his journal, “to see where she
is in math right now, since I remember Grade 3 and Grade 4 composed
partially of doing and re-doing times tables.” Mitch’s first choice for a math
question is interesting, considering that in his earlier math autobiography
Mitch talked about times tables with disdain.

Believe it or not I have no recollections whatsoever from elementary school re-
garding this subject except for grade four’s hated times tables. ‘Two times two
equals four, three times three equals nine, four times four equals sixteen,’ and on
it went, ad nauseam. Why did we always stop at ‘twelve times twelve’ anyways?

[Mitch, Math Biography]

Unaware of this apparent contradiction, Mitch continued to write in his
journal: “I have asked her not to use a calculator and to time herself and
send me the results in the next letter.” He then added: “I expect she will do
okay but I am interested in seeing how long she takes.” Hoping to prompt
Mitch to better articulate the point of, and to make a defensible argument
for, posing such questions, we wrote in response to his entry: “What will
this tell you about her math abilities?” But Mitch made no response to our
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query. When he noted that his pupil had written a very short letter back,
we tried again: “Do you think that your problem influenced the amount
of dialogue? Is there a way to generate discussion around times tables?”
Again, we received no response.

This particular episode suggests that some preservice teachers are at-
tracted to problems that are (or seem) very familiar to them. The problem’s
familiarity to the pupil also seemed important to Mitch since this was a task
he expected his pupil to quickly solve. The point of this task was to test the
pupils’ speed and accuracy, which according to Mitch would reveal “where
the student is in math right now.” Mitch’s memories of elementary school
mathematics, although distasteful, were a resource he trusted to help him
select a problem that his pupil could solve. Although familiarity of prob-
lems could be an important resource, in this case, it prevented Mitch from
selecting a more interesting or engaging problem and from analyzing its
mathematical and pedagogical value. When the content of math problems
is as familiar as multiplication tables, preservice teachers like Mitch may
not see the need to justify or reflect on their goals for posing them.

A beginning snapshot: Choosing problems blindly

The tendency to choose problems without fully exploring or understanding
their mathematical and pedagogical potential was another tendency visible
in the preservice teachers’ early practices. More troublesome were the
instances when preservice teachers posed problems they had not them-
selves solved. Consider the following exchange between Terry (preservice
teacher) and Sandy (fourth grader).

Preservice: Dear Sandy: . . .

Thank you for your wonderful letter. I decided to give you a
few problems to work on. Because I believe it is important to
understand how you feel and work through a problem could you
please explain and show me the steps it took. Good luck!
Use the 9 digits (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) to fill in the nine squares
below. Each digit may be used only once to make a true addition
statement. [Terry, 1st Letter]
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Grade 4: Dear Terry:
Thank you for your letter. I enjoyed reading it. I liked the prob-
lems you gave me. The first one about the horse was a bit tricky
at first. [Sandy goes on to explain two ways of solving that
problem]. The second problem I found a bit harder. I liked it
more than the one before. At first I didn’t think of carrying the
numbers, and I couldn’t find a way to solve it. I decided to try
carrying, and it worked! My answer was:

Preservice: Dear Sandy:
Thank you for your letter. The steps you used to solve these
were very easy to follow and extremely helpful. I confess, the
second problem I gave you was very difficult for me. Like you,
I also tried at first without carrying and could not come up with
a solution. There are several different answers. I came up with

Because I was having so much difficulty at first, I tore a piece of
paper into 9 pieces, put a number in each, I then would arrange
them in different ways until the numbers fit. [Terry, 2nd Letter]

At first glance Terry seems to be an exception to the previous two patterns
I described whereby preservice teachers are seen choosing uncomplicated
problems and leading pupils towards the correct answer. Notice that the
problem she chose although it is a computational problem, it can be solved
in multiple ways and it has many different correct answers. Also note
Terry’s admission that the problem she had sent ‘was very difficult’ even
for herself. Terry’s response is also noteworthy because she does not just
move onto the next problem; instead, she shares a different solution for
the problem and her solution process even though the pupil had solved the
problem correctly.

There are, however, other clues indicating that Terry’s approach also
focuses on avoiding children’s mathematical errors. Notice that Terry un-
derlines the word ‘once’ possibly to prevent the pupil from misreading
the problem and taking a wrong turn. In her journal Terry wrote about her
regret of sending a problem that turned out to be more difficult than she had
intended. In other words, Terry sent a problem she herself had not solved
beforehand, and seemed to have relied on the problem’s appearance to
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make her selection. Interestingly and to Terry’s surprise the pupil had not
only solved the problem correctly, she also enjoyed the challenge. Terry
wrote:

I was quite surprised by her last letter, she found the more difficult problem a lot
more fun. Myself and a group of friends worked on it and I regretted giving it to
her because it seemed too difficult. A couple of my peers actually gave up. I feared
I had given her a too difficult of a problem and she would become frustrated. But
I was wrong, she enjoyed the challenge. [Terry, 3rd journal]

Terry’s blind approach to selecting mathematical problems was not an
isolated case. Other preservice teachers also posed problems that they had
not themselves explored or fully understood. Interestingly, these preservice
teachers admitted to better understanding the mathematical potential of the
problems they had posed once they saw their pupils’ work. It is interesting
to note that preservice teachers’ limited understanding of mathematics be-
came both a liability and a blessing at the time of selecting mathematical
problems for their pupils. As it is to be expected, their lack of mathem-
atical understanding became a liability when preservice teachers failed to
recognize the mathematical substance of particular problems. This resul-
ted in adaptations that took away the challenge or narrowed the pupils’
mathematical experience. On the other hand, their limited understanding
also turned out to be a blessing in disguise when, as in the case of Terry,
preservice teachers mistakenly posed a problem that was more complex
than they had realized.

These blindly chosen problems often turned out to be a richer mathem-
atical experience for the fourth graders than the uncomplicated problems
the preservice teachers tended to pose otherwise. Terry’s journal suggests
that she would not have posed the 9-digits addition problem if she had tried
it beforehand. One has to wonder if she would have persisted through her
struggle to solve the problem if she had not sent it to her pupil. Perhaps
she would have given up and moved onto an easier problem, as many
of her classmates did. Had she worked on the problem before sending it,
Terry might have included a hint such as: “remember that carrying is also
allowed” which would take away much of the challenge of the problem.
Yet, after seeing that the children enjoyed these kinds of tasks and that they
were more mathematically capable than expected, preservice teachers were
more likely to pose more mathematically challenging problems. After that
first experience Terry, for instance, said: “I am more aware of the questions
I ask. Are they challenging?” Terry also vowed to be more careful not to
“put my own difficulty with math on other people” and to not “take it for
granted they will find [math] as frustrating as I did.”
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CHANGES IN PRESERVICE TEACHERS’ PROBLEM POSING

The selection and adaptation to problems that preservice teachers made
later in the course can be characterized as more ‘adventurous’ in that these
problems were puzzle-like and open-ended, encouraged exploration, ex-
tended beyond topics of arithmetic, and required more than computational
facility. Although many problems and tasks continued to deal with familiar
content, they became less typical in their structure and in that the unknown
was not just the result of a single arithmetic computation. Traditional com-
putational exercises, in turn, were posed as challenges to “show a picture
to prove your answer is right,” or to “solve in at least two different ways.”
Furthermore, the preservice teachers’ adaptations of problems became less
leading and were meant to be helpful to pupils “without giving away the
answer,” as one preservice teacher, said. Consider Rosa, who was featured
earlier with a quick translation story problem. In her 4th letter, Rosa posed
the following problem.

I am going to draw four rectangles and I want you to figure out the area and the
perimeter of each rectangle. [Draws in grid paper four rectangles with following
dimensions 2 × 3; 3 × 4; 4 × 5; and 5 × 6]. Do you notice anything about the
answers you got? Can you explain why the answers came out the way they did?

[Rosa, 4th letter]

The questions preservice teachers asked in relation to the problems they
posed also began to change. As in Rosa’s example above, their questions
began to ask pupils for explanation and justification of their work. In both
their letters and math journals, preservice teachers could be seen experi-
menting with alternative modes for posing their problems in order to elicit
more elaborate responses from their pupils. Thea for example said: “I tried
to ask the student more questions this time to elicit a longer response.”
Similarly, Lesley wrote: “To get the students to respond more fully I tried
different things this time: i.e., providing graph paper, suggesting ways of
solving, suggesting Lynn and Parker work together, tried giving them more
encouragement.”

These were early signs of change in preservice teachers’ problem pos-
ing practices. A closer look at these patterns of change revealed three
distinct changed approaches. Table II describes each of these patterns and
lists the preservice teachers associated with each changed practice. As
mentioned earlier, all the preservice teachers had elements of all three
approaches but each is identified with their most prominent approach.

It is important to note that these reported changes are not as straight-
forward as they may seem, they are necessarily simplified for analytical
purposes. For instance, there is no clear trajectory of change from one early
approach to a later approach; that is, not everyone with the same identified
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TABLE II

Preservice teachers’ changed approaches to posing problems to pupils

Approach Features Preservice
teachers

Trying unfamiliar prob-
lems

– Problems are less straightforward
and more multi-step and open-
ended. They require more than
speed and accuracy.

– Adaptations open the mathemat-
ical work and scope of the ori-
ginal version of problem rather
than narrow it down.

Lesley
Mitch
Miriam
Nilsa
Rosa
Susan

Posing problems that chal-
lenge pupils’ thinking

– Problems introduce new ideas,
push pupils’ thinking or challenge
their understanding.

– Associated questions and adapta-
tions scaffold rather than lead the
pupil’s thinking.

Carly
Linda
Megan
Terry

Posing problems to learn
about pupils’ thinking

– Problems require pupils to com-
municate their ideas.

– Associated questions invite pupils
to share, explain, and reflect on
their thinking.

Marcia
Sally
Thea

beginning approach moved to the same changed approach. Furthermore,
there were different timelines of change, that is while some preservice
teachers began to show changes in their posing practices as early as their
second letter, others did not show such changes until their fifth letter. Fi-
nally preservice teachers’ earlier practices did not simply disappear but
rather became much less prominent. For instance the practice of posing
problems blindly continued to be an issue for many of the participants in
this study especially as they began to try unfamiliar types of problems.

To illustrate this complexity consider the contrast between the number
of problems posed early and later in the semester reported in Table III. This
data shows that of the 77 problems preservice teachers posed in their first
three letters, 57 were classified as ‘beginning approaches,’ while 20 were
coded as ‘changed approaches.’ Then consider that in the last three letters,
of the 92 problems posed, 62 were categorized as ‘changed approaches’
and the remaining 20 as ‘beginning approaches.’ A breakdown of these
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TABLE III

Number of problems coded into early and changed categories in each time frame

Number of Beginning approaches Changed approaches

problems

Early Easy Familiar Blind Unfamiliar Challenging Probing

77 10 36 11 10 2 8

Later

92 4 15 11 27 22 13

numbers in Table III further reveal that the number of familiar problems is
almost cut in half as the number of unfamiliar and challenging problems
more than double from the early to the later time frame. However the
number of problems posed blindly remained unchanged and the number
of problems posed to probe into pupils’ thinking increases moderately
between the two time frames. All this shows not only the complexity of
documenting the change process but also the contrast in the prominence of
the different beginning and changed approaches used by the participants
in this study. Next, the changed problem posing approaches are described
and illustrated, and later followed by a discussion of the study’s findings.

Change snapshot: Trying unfamiliar problems

The ‘staking your claim’ problem (below) was one of the problems that
many preservice teachers chose to pose to their pupils. The original ver-
sion of the problem is designed to help explore patterns and relationships
between the perimeter and area of same size but differently shaped rect-
angles. In the seminar prior to the fourth letter exchange, the preservice
teachers were given 5 problems dealing with the topic under study – area
and perimeter – and were instructed to select within their working group
a common problem they would all send to their pupils. After selecting
the group problem, the preservice teachers were to collaborate in thinking
about ways to pose the problem to their pupils. The problem read:

Staking Your Claim:
Suppose you were a homesteader in the Old West and you were about to stake out
your homestead. The rules say that you can stake any piece of land in the shape
of a rectangle as long as the perimeter of your rectangle is exactly 120 m. What
dimensions would you choose? Explain.

The ‘staking your claim’ problem was given several new contexts, such as:
fencing a dog pen, selecting the largest birthday cake, and constructing a
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poster that would give you the most area. Lesley’s ‘Flag’ problem shown
below was one such adaptation. This problem stands in stark contrast to
Lesley’s past selections and posing style characterized in Table I as “mak-
ing problems easy to solve.” Her problem illustrates preservice teachers’
growing willingness to venture into unfamiliar territory and to broaden,
rather than to narrow, the mathematical scope of their problems. Notice
that Lesley’s problem asks for the maximum and minimum area given
the same perimeter of not only rectangular shapes, but of all shapes. The
problem was decorated with different shapes of flags and read:

Lesley’s Flag Problem
A long time ago there were two queens. Queen Anna lived in a small country that
was very rich. She asked her people to design a flag with a perimeter of 20 m.,
but to make it very small so the neighboring queens will not notice how rich she
is and attack. What shape would be best to make the smallest flag? Explain.
Queen Emily lives in a large country that is very poor. She wants her people to
design a flag with a perimeter of 20 m. but to make it very large so the neighboring
queens would think she is very powerful and won’t invade. What shape would be
best to make the largest flag? Explain.
Here is a piece of string 20 cm. long. Use it to design a small flag and a large one.
Glue your string onto grid paper to show me. Explain your choices besides the
string (e.g., I think this because. . .) [Lesley, 5th letter]

Change snapshot: Posing problems to challenge pupils’ thinking

Challenging pupils’ thinking did not come easily or readily for preservice
teachers in this study. As reported earlier, their tendencies were to avoid
pupils’ confusion and errors. Later in the semester, however, preservice
teachers became more willing to risk confusion and to challenge and ex-
tend their pupils’ thinking. Terry, for instance, who was showcased earlier,
became very concerned with finding problems that could challenge her
pupil’s thinking, in spite of her own admitted dislike and reluctance to
engage with challenging mathematical ideas. A later interaction between
the two reads as follows:

Preservice: Dear Sandy: . . .

I want to explore volume and area with you. I am concerned
with the environment and all the waste. Are you concerned
about the environment? Although we do a lot of recycling there
is still lots of garbage. I wonder if companies [could] make
smaller boxes and still hold the [same] contents. If we can
change the shape or size of the boxes maybe we can reduce the
amount of cardboard. Thus we could see if companies could
make smaller boxes in area and then reduce garbage.
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If we had a box that holds 20 cubes of sugar, can the box be
changed in shape so that it uses less cardboard but still hold 20
cubes of sugar. Use 20 blocks to represent the 20 cubes of sugar.

How can we arrange these blocks so that there is less surface
area?
Surface area can be found by seeing how many sides of the
cubes are showing. If you take 1 block, there are 6 sides show-
ing.
See what shapes make less sides showing.
Please tell me if this is too hard or easy. How did I do in
explaining the challenge? Good Luck! [Terry, 5th letter]

Grade 4: Dear Terry: . . .

The problem you gave me was fun. I found lots of ways to use
less cardboard. This is what I got:

The lowest amount of area I got was 48 cube sides. As you see
I got it twice. I too am concerned about the amount of waste. I
liked this problem. It was not too hard nor easy. You explained
it very well. I could understand it perfectly.

Terry’s problem was inspired by a ‘packaging’ problem we had worked
on in class. The sugar cube context, the use of 20 cubes (rather than 12 in
the original), and the visual and written scaffolds, differ from the original
problem, which in class was posed orally. Her problem is quite differ-
ent from the earlier ‘9-digits’ problem. The length and the complexity of
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this latter problem is a noticeable difference. The wording of the problem
suggests that this was a carefully crafted problem, not a rushed or blind
choice. It also looks like a problem in which she was personally invested
and intrigued. Furthermore, the problem is contextualized and it deals with
ideas that are not typically studied at the Grade 4 level. Her posing style
is also quite different from her earlier blind approach; it suggests that she
gave serious thought to what needed to be clarified and to ways to scaf-
fold the pupil’s work without taking away the opportunity to discover and
learn something interesting. Terry’s example serves to illustrate the kinds
of problems preservice teachers were willing and able to pose when they
had themselves explored the mathematical and pedagogical possibilities
and demands of the problem they intended to pose.

Change snapshot: Posing problems to learn about pupils’ thinking

The reality of facing children’s work – quite often unexpected work, and at
times no work at all – seemed to help focus preservice teachers’ attention
on their problem posing practices. Preservice teachers could be seen exper-
imenting with alternative modes for posing their problems in order to elicit
more elaborate responses from their pupils. Thea for example said: “I tried
to ask the student more questions this time to elicit a longer response.” In
her next journal entry, Thea reconsidered this strategy. She wrote: “I gave
her too many questions to work with. I think it would be better to get a
good question and try to develop it in a way that the student can show all
of their ideas about it, rather than asking all these questions and getting
just the answers.”

Marcia had also struggled to obtain more information from her pupil
about how he was solving the problems she had sent. In her journal, Marcia
began to develop a sequence of questions she could pose along with her
problems to try to get at her pupil’s thinking. In her 5th letter, Marcia
tried out her idea and sent a sequence of probing types of questions along
with the “Kanga and Pooh Bear” problem – a problem that was posed and
thoroughly explored during class. Their letter exchanges read as follows:

Preservice: I’m going to send you a problem that might be a bit difficult,
but don’t worry. If you could, I’d like you to answer the math
questions I send along with the problem.
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Kanga the Kangaroo is standing beside a tree stump and
would like to get at Pooh Bear, but she can only hop half
the remaining distance each time. Where is Kanga after
one hop? Two hops? Seven hops? Does Kanga ever get to
where Pooh Bear is standing?

Could you please answer these questions when you do the
problem and then send this sheet back to me when you write
again?

1. What did you think when you first read the problem?
2. Did you know how to start, or did you have to think about

it for a while?
3. Did you use paper and pencil to do the work or did you do

most of it in your head?
4. What do you think you learned from doing the problem?

[Marcia, 5th leter]

Grade 4: I looked at the problem you gave me. You would never get to
Pooh [Bear]. I have how I worked it out on another page [Pupil
drawing looked as follows:]

On the problem you gave me, how many times were you sup-
post [supposed] to make it half? [Answers to attached (see
above) questions read]: 1. I looked hard; 2. I had to think about
it for a while; 3. I worked on pencil and papper [paper]; 4. how
to do half with really small numbers.

Preservice: On the Kanga and Pooh Bear problem, you can keep dividing
it in half forever. If you are using a calculator you would still
never really reach Pooh Bear. It is strange to think about isn’t
it? [Marcia, 6th letter]

Marcia was very pleased with the results of her experiment. “I think I had
just discovered a technique to get at some of John’s thinking” announced
Marcia in her journal. “I sent him a list of questions. . . and it worked!”
she said while adding: “It is too bad that I only discovered this at the
end of the term, because I could have probed his thinking further.” Marcia
nevertheless continued to explore how this idea might work in an actual
classroom: “A tentative idea might be to make up a checklist of some sort
which the kids could quickly mark as they worked through a problem.”
Later in her case report Marcia returned to reflect on the benefits of posing
a cluster of questions associated with a single problem. Her statements
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reveal a reframing of her approach to posing problems – from posing a
set of unrelated problems to posing one problem with multiple questions
about it – and also about her views about the underlying goals for posing
them. This is an excerpt of what she wrote:

In this last set of questions, I had included a series of questions related to one
problem, rather than questions about a variety of unrelated things. In addition, the
last question on the question sheet “What do you think you learned from doing
the problem” was an open question that was helpful to me as a teacher, but also
helpful to John in asking him to think about his own learning.

[Marcia, Case Report pp. 12–13]

DISCUSSION

The reported changes in these preservice teachers’ problem posing prac-
tices are very significant as we consider their long-term ‘apprenticeship
of observation’ in mathematics classrooms, which many researchers have
found to interfere with teacher educators’ efforts to challenge and pro-
voke change in prospective teachers’ views and beliefs about teaching and
learning. The reported changes indicate a significant shift in their views
and beliefs about worthwhile mathematics problems and about pupils’
mathematical errors. For these preservice teachers, worthwhile mathemat-
ical problems took on a different meaning. Their newly adopted practices
suggest that rather than simply viewing mathematical problems as motiva-
tional devices or as means to make mathematics less complicated for their
pupils, they began to see mathematical problems as means to challenge and
probe children’s mathematical thinking. In a similar fashion, their later
posing practices suggest a change in their views about children’s errors.
Rather than working to avoid and bypass such errors at the expense of
trivializing the mathematical work of their pupils, the preservice teach-
ers seemed instead undeterred by the possibility of errors as they tried to
challenge and push their pupils’ mathematical thinking.

Although the findings presented here are very encouraging, they are
not, of course, the only changes that are possible or desirable at this stage
in the professional preparation of teacher candidates. There are several
ways in which the featured preservice teachers’ changed problem posing
practices can be further problematized and extended. Furthermore, these
changes did not happen overnight and were not self-generated. As noted
earlier, left to their own devices preservice teachers’ tendencies were to
pose unproblematic problems to their pupils. While it is difficult to isolate
factors that contributed to these changes, there are compelling evidence to
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indicate specific aspects of the problem posing experience that played a
prominent role in promoting and supporting the documented changes.

There is evidence to support the idea that preservice teachers’ problem
posing practices were positively affected by having an authentic audience
that interacted with the problems they selected and generated. Preservice
teachers’ numerous journal entries citing surprising, unexpected, and frus-
trating pupils’ work support this as a credible factor. Their journal entries
were filled with reflections on their struggles to ask questions that would
help them elicit better responses from their pupils. Surprises in the pupils’
work appeared to be particularly important, as it seemed to be in Terry’s
case, in helping preservice teachers reconsider and examine their practices.
Having the opportunity to try out their developing ideas with actual pupils
seemed to also be important for many others, as Marcia’s case suggests.
For many, the work and feedback of pupils served to challenge their think-
ing about the kinds of problems children might be willing and able to
investigate. One pupil, for example, told the preservice teacher that “the
question that you gave me was easy. I think the one I gave you is harder
than the one that you gave me.” Another pupil said, “Your question was
to [too] hard but I’ll keep working on it.” The preservice teachers’ follow
up letters and journal reflections suggest that such feedback from pupils
encouraged them to attend to, and consider changing, the types of problems
they were asking their pupils to solve and to begin to trust children’s own
sense making.

The teacher educators made two instructional moves that the preservice
teachers identified as being particularly helpful: Introduction and in-class
explorations of non-traditional mathematical problems, and engaging in
collaborative problem posing. The preservice teachers’ reflections in their
case reports and journal entries point to these two as particularly profound
experiences. Many talked about the course providing them access to new
kinds of problems and to the problem solving experiences provided in
class. These experiences, many said, “opened their eyes” to seeing that
“kids can be taught to think about math, not necessarily as numbers and
correct answers, but math as ideas.” This is consistent with others’ claims
about the value of engaging practicing and preservice teachers in the kind
of teaching they are expected to learn (Wilson and Berne, 1999). The
second instructional move speaks of the power of collaboration and that of
a ‘shared experience’ which have also been highlighted as important con-
ditions for supporting teacher learning (Putnam and Borko, 2000). In the
problem posing experience, a shared experience was made possible by ask-
ing the preservice teachers to pose a common problem to their pupils. This,
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in turn, encouraged a more collaborative approach to their problem posing
experience and helped generate common topics for class discussion.

It is also important to consider factors that in turn may have discour-
aged preservice teachers from adopting more ‘adventurous’ problem pos-
ing practices. For instance, it is possible that the structure of the letter
writing experience may have discouraged the preservice teachers from
posing more demanding tasks. Since there was no opportunity to provide
help or support as the pupils worked out their problems it is possible that
preservice teachers adopted less adventurous practices than they may have
otherwise. One has to wonder whether in more immediate interactions the
preservice teachers would adapt and pose problems in similar or different
ways and if they would allow their pupils the thinking time available in the
letter writing context. The point here is that it may be important to provide
prospective teachers with both immediate and less immediate kinds of
experiences with pupils as a way to further explore their approaches to
posing problems but also as a way to provide them with a richer problem
posing experience.

An intriguing result in this study is the apparent disconnection between
the preservice teachers’ mathematical content knowledge and their instruc-
tional practice. Regardless of their mathematical confidence and compet-
ence all of the preservice teachers in this study had limited and limiting
beginning problem posing practices. Terry’s case is interesting because
as she admitted she had a negative attitude towards the subject and did
not consider herself mathematically competent. Linda’s autobiography, on
the other hand, revealed her confidence and competence as a mathemat-
ics student. Both of these math biographies were very evident in all of
the course activities. These two cases raise questions about the relation-
ship between preservice teachers’ mathematical understanding and their
ideas for teaching, in the sense that it seems that knowing mathemat-
ics for oneself may not be a reliable predictor of good problem posing
practice. This result differs from Silver and Jinfa (1996) who found that
middle school students classified as good problem solvers generated more
problems and more mathematically complex problems than poor problem
solvers did. It also differs from Gonzales’ (1994, 1996) findings, which
similar to Silver and Jinfa’s study suggest a correlation between math-
ematical competence and problem formulation, when she compared the
kinds of problems formulated by prospective elementary and secondary
mathematics teachers.

The point here is not to say that there is no harm in posing problems
without knowing what to do with them, but rather to problematize the rela-
tionship between mathematical confidence and expertise, and the teaching
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of mathematics. For mathematically competent preservice teachers like
Linda, distrust of children’s sense making might prevent them from posing
problems that challenge their thinking. For the mathematically unaware,
like Terry, not understanding the mathematical complexity of problems
might lead them to inadvertently pose excessively challenging problems to
the pupils. It is doubtful that Terry’s and Linda’s initial approaches could
be challenged by only providing opportunities to increase their content
knowledge or to experience posing mathematical problems without a real
audience. Knowledge of pupils’ mathematical ways of thinking and their
ability to make sense of problematic situations seems to be an important
aspect of learning to pose mathematical problems to pupils. This suggests
that problem posing experiences that challenge both the mathematically
unaware and those who distrust children’s thinking may have a greater
chance of making an impact in preservice teachers’ thinking.

IMPLICATIONS

This study provides a framework for examining the problem posing prac-
tices of preservice teachers and for identifying changes to those practices
at the selection, adaptation, and posing stages. In addition, the study high-
lights the need to challenge and extend preservice teachers’ ideas and
practices when choosing, adapting, and posing mathematical tasks for pu-
pils. While problem solving is easily identified as an important aspect of
learning mathematics, problem posing has long been considered a neg-
lected aspect of mathematical inquiry (Brown and Walter, 1983). Similarly,
while a lot of attention has been focused on teacher candidate’s own ability
to solve mathematical problems, little attention has been paid to their abil-
ity to construct and pose mathematical problems to their pupils. This study
suggests that providing a genuine problem posing experience whereby pre-
service teachers select or create problems to try out with pupils may be a
powerful strategy and catalyst to encourage preservice teachers to re-think
their tendencies to pose non-problematic mathematical problems to pupils.

This research raises several questions. First, will the preservice teachers
in this study revert back to their initial problem posing strategies once they
begin their student teaching experience as studies of teacher socialization
suggest? Or, would they be more likely to resist their in-grained tenden-
cies as a result of having had such authentic experiences? Learning to
teach in settings that closely resemble and relate to the practice setting,
researchers in the situated cognition field would argue, makes it more
likely for these preservice teachers to use their new knowledge and skills
in a similar setting. However, posing mathematical problems to one or
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two pupils through writing only partly addresses the complexity of posing
mathematical problems to pupils. Would these preservice teachers be able
to sustain the cognitive demand of the challenging tasks they are now more
likely to choose and construct for their pupils? Or would they transform
the task during instruction to narrow the mathematical scope and lower
the cognitive demand of the task as Henningsen and Stein (1997) found
practicing teachers often do?

This study also raises questions about the relationship between expert-
ise in problem solving and in problem posing. In contrast to Silver and
Jinfa (1996) and Gonzales (1994, 1996) findings, this study’s findings
suggest that good problem solvers may be no more likely to pose better
problems than poor problem solvers. A significant difference between this
study and the two mentioned studies is that in the former two studies, the
participants generated mathematical problems with the teacher or them-
selves as the audience or solver, whereas in this study preservice teachers
generated problems for actual pupils. This further suggests the need to
investigate the role that a genuine audience plays in encouraging changes
in preservice teachers’ problem posing practices. It also suggests that the
relationship between problem posing and solving is not a clear one. This
is another area for further study that can shed some light on the place of
problem posing in the mathematical and pedagogical experiences teacher
educators might design for prospective mathematics teachers.
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